Robert Kiyosaki’s Path to Financial Freedom

ROBERT KIYOSAKI'S PATH TO FINANCIAL FREEDOM
Participant Workbook
In “Robert Kiyosaki’s Path to Financial Freedom,” Robert shares his personal story and what drove him to start the
Rich Dad Company. By remaining true to his mission, Robert has not only been able to create his own wealth, but
has helped others “break the rules” which have kept them stuck in financial ruts for years.
Today’s educational system doesn’t equip people for financial success and in this event, Robert will show you how
your education and “mission” will help you become rich.
To gain the full benefit of the event, we are providing this workbook to help you capture important points, record
notes that you may want to reference for future use, and create a plan of action to implement what you learn.
Instructions: As you watch the event, watch for messages on the screen to help you answer the questions below.
Recording your answers will help you retain what Robert Kiyosaki is teaching and solidify your financial education.
Also, use the “Think About It” sections after the event to reflect on specific points made during the event and what
you will do about it.

HOW TO BREAK THE RULES AND
BECOME RICH

Notes

1. When you have a ______________________, you stop being a
_____________________.

2. An ______________________________ solves problems.

THINK ABOUT IT
Your ability to solve problems extends beyond the marketplace.
You need to solve problems for yourself as well.
What problems are you facing financially? What solutions have you
tried in the past? What did you learn from these attempts?
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Notes

3. ______________________ increase spirit.

4. According to the event, what is the Rich Dad Mission?

5. What are the 4 points or “types” of education?

#1
#2
#3
#4
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THINK ABOUT IT
A financial education is a correct understanding of how money
works.

Notes

Unfortunately, many of the educational systems today teach little to
nothing about money. And for those schools that do “teach” their
students about money, it is usually an outdated set of rules that will
keep them stuck in the rat race.
Because of this, becoming financially educated is often a selfdirected pursuit. You need to be in charge of your own education.
In the space below, list the financial topics on which you would like
to further your education. Then, list the sources from which you
can gain that education. Be sure to list sources that will teach how
the rich approach these topics and not how the poor and middleclass do.

6. A ________________________________ is a principle that is true in all
cases.
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7. The key to success is _________________________.

Notes

8. The best teachers are those who have done _______________________.

9. “Who is your ______________________?”

10. Most people are _________________ enough to be rich. They’re just
too ______________________.
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Applying What You Have Learned
1) In the space below, record your thoughts about what you have learned from this event.

2) Given what you’ve learned from today’s event, what 3 things will you do to implement your learning?
I will:
1.
By: (Due Date)
2.
By: (Due Date)
3.
By: (Due Date)

Special Offer:
Increase Your Cash Flow by Working with a Certified Rich Dad Coach – ACT NOW and Receive
6 months of Coaching Absolutely Free!
Discover the power of working one-on-one with your own certified Rich Dad Coach to help you invest
smarter, build and protect your wealth, and create the cash flow you need to live the life you desire.
Remember, Robert’s Rich Dad was his first coach and helped him become successful by teaching him how
to make his money work for him—who’s helping you? Get your free introduction to Rich Dad Coaching
and learn how a Rich Dad Coach can help you do the same.
Call 1-800-240-0434 and mention extension 7900 to receive your FREE introduction to Rich Dad
Coaching and to get 6-months of FREE Coaching with any new program.
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